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TOEIC:
1. The police officer made him pay …………….
a. a hundred-dollar fine

b. a ten-page report yesterday

c. a hundred-question test

d. a two-way street

2. _____________________do Anne and Betty get to school every day, by what?
a. How

b. Where

c. Why

d. Who

3. We ___________go to church on Sundays, we’ve gone every week for my
whole life.
a. always

b. sometimes

c. rarely

d. never

4. We ___________________TV tonight if Peter hadn't bought the theatre tickets.
a. will watch

b. would watch

5. The cat _________ (break) Mother's vase.
a. broke

b. broken

c. have broken

d. has broken

Mathematics:
1. A line passing a circle and touching it at just one point.
a. Tangent

b. chord

c. diameter

d. radius

2. The length of any chord passing through the center. It is twice the radius.
a. Tangent

b. chord

c. diameter

d. radius

3. Which of these numbers cannot be a probability?
a. 2%

b. 0.76

c. 1.002

d. ⅖

4. The process of carrying out an activity and observing its outcomes is called____.
a. Experiment

b. Subset

c. all possible outcomes

d. outcome

5. Probability of an event can be written as
a. 0<P<1

b. P>1

c.𝟎 ≤ P≤ 𝟏

d. 0 ≥ P≤ 1
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Science :
1. 0 (zero) Kelvin is also known as __________________.
a. absolute impossible

c. impossible temperature

b. absolute temperature

d. temperature low

2. Which of the following is an example of a metalloid?
a. silicon

b. sodium

c. oxygen

d. neon

3. They are atoms of the same element which have the same number of proton but
different number of neutrons.
a. anions

b. cations

c. isotopes

d. compounds

4. The process of converting solids straight to gas is called _________________.
a. evaporation

b. sublimation

c. condensation

d. freezing

5. In which of the following state does matter have the highest energy level?
a. Bose-Einstein

b. liquid

c. solid

d. plasma
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